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Synopsis

Join Pete in New York Times bestselling artist James Dean's Pete the Cat picture book series as he stars in the classic nighttime song "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star." Pete the Cat fans new and old will delight as Pete sings about the stars up above in this rendition of a favorite children's bedtime song.
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Customer Reviews

My daughter was inspired to start reading because of Pete the cat. This book is no exception - great book to read to the kids at night and very identifiable by children. Pete admires the stars and moon and gets ready for bed - perfect! The pages are short - a sentence a page but my kids love it the same and that is all that matters. Get them to read and sleep.

Our kids were introduced to Pete the Cat in preschool and we've found many of the stories quite endearing. I wouldn't recommend this one as much as others. The premise is that Pete the Cat sings Twinkly Twinkle Little Star, but the books adds many unfamiliar lyrics that really get my kids nonplussed rather quickly. It's nicely illustrated but it isn't up to par with the rest of the series.
My 2.5 year old is going through a Pete the Cat phase. Seeing she loves "twinkle, twinkle," I bought the kindle version of this book. It is okay. The pictures are great but discussing everything going on in the picture takes away from the song. It extends the traditional version of the song for a verse, but it really isn't that great. So I was disappointed.

My niece who is turning 3 next month, just loves Pete the Cat and so does my 18 month old. This is just the normal Twinkle Twinkle Little Star Song (no mentioning of pete in it like others) but they love it. The pictures are adorable and my niece loves to sing along to it.

The onslaught of new Pete the Cat books sans Eric Litwin is tiring, uninspired, and begs the question, is there any holiday or children's rhyme that doesn't have a simplistic, generic Pete the Cat story written about it? All these new books pale considerably when held up against the magic and beauty of Eric Litwin's brilliant, unique, well-crafted stories. While it lasted, the partnership of Litwin and Dean created some wonderful works that left their mark in children's literature. That is why I will be purchasing copies of Litwin's new masterpiece, Bedtime in the Nuthouse, but not any of the 20+ Pete the Cat books that sorely lack that magic.

My second graders love Pete the Cat! It was a welcome addition to our classroom Pete the Cat Collection. This book gave my students an opportunity to sing along after I read each page. It was a fun book to read at the end of the day.

My son absolutely loves this book. The first night we showed it to him he wanted to read it 3 times. Granted Twinkle Twinkle is his favorite song and he likes Pete the Cat to it was pretty much a slam dunk from the go. However I like the book as it is not limited to the short nursery version of the song we all know by heart. It has the verses of Twinkle Twinkle which makes reading/singing it much nicer for us then his other chorus only books. The pictures of the book walk through an evening at Pete the Cat's house. The story starts with Pete playing outside and goes through play time, homework, bath, bedtime & finally into his dreaming.

If you are expecting this book to be like Pete the Cat I Love My White Shoes, it's not at all. Both of my sons, ages 2 and 5, LOVE I Love My White Shoes but this one is not a hot with them.
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